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Private Contact is the Mac OS X program to store contacts secure and encrypted
Published on 02/23/07
Private Contact keeps contacts in a secure and encrypted format, with any document having
its own password. New to v1.1 is the addition of customizable fields, which lets users add
a personal label to a form, encrypted along with the rest of the file. The program is a
Universal Binary for Mac OS X 10.4
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Tension Software release Private Contact 1.1 for Mac OS X
Private Contact is the Mac OS X program to store contacts secure and encrypted. Contacts
are managed in a easy and very intuitive way. A list of contacts on the left, details on
the right. When Private Contact saves data on disk, all data are always saved as encrypted
using the password specified for each document. The password is used to save encrypted
all the data inside the document, there is no way to read data without the password even
opening the files using other software tool.
Private Contact is hacker-proof, it uses blowfish algorithms to encrypt data inside the
document, it is a serious encryption tool using a very strong algorithm encapsulated using
the power and semplicity of the Macintosh interface and the development system based on
Cocoa and Objective-C to provide a native and genuine Mac OS X experience.
New in this release the customizable fields. The user can now personalize the form with
personal label and even the label are stored encrypted when saving the file.
New in this release the customizable fields. The user can now personalize the form with
personal label and even the label are stored encrypted when saving the file. Private
Contact has now a lot of additional use flexibility. Also a renewed help.
Price: 25 US$
Product Page:
http://www.pomola.com/products_privatecontact/privatecontact.html
Direct Download:
http://dwn.pomola.com/privatecontact/PrivateContact.dmg.zip
Direct Download 2:
http://sec.pomola.com/privatecontact/PrivateContact.dmg.zip

Tension Software started in 1997 developing Mac software for Mac OS Classic. Now Tension
Software still develops Mac software using the last Apple technology, Cocoa and
Objective-C. All the current Mac production is made by Universal Applications native on
both PPC Mac and Intel Mac.
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